P L E AT E D & C E L LU L A R
window shading

W H AT ’ S YO U R S T Y L E ?
the pleated & cellular collection
Dress your windows with pleated and cellular blinds for a clean and
uncluttered finish. Our designers have created a vibrant and colourful
collection that captures the spirit of today’s tastes and trends providing you
with the ideal combination of performance and style.

FESTIVAL SPC
SPRING GREEN
pleated

Classic calming tones

LUNA
PUMICE
pleated

WITH 70MM CASSETTE

DISCOVER

everyday efficiency & style
Create a whole new look for your home with our stylish made to measure
pleated and cellular blinds in a great selection of colours and patterns.
You can choose from blackouts that offer enhanced privacy through to
high performance fabrics that help to control the temperature of your
surroundings all year round.
SPC® (Solar Protective Coating) treated fabrics have advanced solar and
optical properties that will filter light, reduce glare and help lower heat
build up in your room. ESP® (Energy and Solar Protection) is a blackout
coating that features on some of our fabrics and offers high protection
against excessive sunlight.
We have the ideal solution for any room in the home
so browse through the collection to find the right
choice for you.

PLEASE NOTE: Blackout fabric does not create a fully blackout blind because there will be
lightstrike at the edge of the blind and between the fabric vanes.

Topaz ESP Demin Pleated
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METEOR
cellular

PRACTICAL
safe and stylish

Perfect Fit is the most innovative window blind available on the market today.
It’s unique because the window blind fits neatly into a stylish frame which
moves together with the windows and doors when they are opened and
closed, giving you the perfect combination of shade and ventilation. This
makes Perfect Fit in combination with pleated and cellular fabric ideal for
bi-folding doors and perfect for any room within the home.
Pleated and cellular blinds are available as either free hanging fabrics or
integrated into Louvolite’s Perfect Fit System. Perfect Fit pleated and cellular
blinds can be fitted onto most double glazed windows anywhere in the home,
with no holes drilled into your window or door frame.
One of the unique features of the Perfect Fit frame is its thermal efficiency
since the frame fits flush against your window to help reduce heat build up in
summer and retain heat in winter. This helps to keep your cooling and heating
bills to a minimum!
To further maximise the superb insulating qualities of the Perfect Fit system,
you can choose our energy efficient fabrics.
We all know that as children grow their curiosity does too, which is why we
make child safety a real priority. Perfect Fit blinds are a great option because
they don’t require pull cords or chains.

PERFECT FIT

frame colours
AVA I L A B L E

WHITE

GREY

BROWN

MAHOGANY

GOLDEN OAK

ANTHRACITE

BLACK

LINA
SPRING MIST

Pefect Fit cellular

pleated & cellular
perfect fit blinds
IDEAL FOR BI-FOLDING DOORS, PATIOS,
CONSERVATORIES OR ORANGERIES

your space

YO U R S TY L E

Louvolite’s cellular collection comes in a vibrant and colourful collection
that captures the spirit of todays tastes and trends. What’s even better is
the blackout fabric option offering enhanced privacy for your home.
An innovative solution for the home, cellular can also be motorised,
offering complete shading flexibility and full control at the touch of button
giving that extra energy conscious touch.

LUNA
TAUPE

Perfect Fit Cellular

MODERNISE

your home with motorisation
Made to measure pleated and cellular blinds are an easy and
efficient way of controlling lighting levels in your home.
You can now add the option of motorisation to your blinds with the
Louvolite One Touch® system making a contemporary style statement
in your home, giving you the control you require to create the
perfect environment.
One Touch® motorised blinds are use a sleek remote control, which
allows you to operate a number of blinds at the same time, from
anywhere in your room, Or with our app you can set a schedule for
added convenience and enhanced home security when away from
home to open and close your blinds.
Luna Bone Cellular

You can also operate your blinds straight from a phone or tablet,
or using voice activation with Amazon Alexa, Google Home or Siri.

Siri

REMOTE
BLIND

MOBILE OR TABLET

INTERNET

WIRELSS ROUTER
HOME HUB
VOICE CONTROL

®

TOPAZ
STONE
pleated

PARCHMENT
SPC
basix
BAMBOO
BISQUE
pleated

VOILE
COBALT
Perfect Fit Cellular
If you have been inspired, visit our website or contact your local Louvolite retailer...

